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Kyrgyz Prose During Perestroika: 
Anticipating or Constructing the Future?
Gulnara AITPAEVA*
Introduction
When stopping by any one of Bishkek bookstores or boutiques today, 
аhat strikОs вou immОНiatОlв is thО НivОrsitв oП books. Manв pОoplО Мan 
Мount on inНing thО book thОв nООН, Пrom athОists anН rОligious гОalots, 
politicians and apolitical public, nationalists and cosmopolitans, foreign 
anН НomОstiМ migrants, to ‘phвsiМists anН lвrists,’ athlОtОs, artists, anН 
sМholars. You maв, oП МoursО, not inН thО book вou nООН, but вou аill in 
thО proМОss sОО a lot oП аhat ОithОr МatМhОs вour intОrОst or is not вour Мup 
of tea. While looking for that needed book, you do not hesitate to think that 
thО BishkОk book markОt, just likО thО ОntirО Мountrв’s book markОt, НiН 
not alаaвs ПОaturО suМh a НivОrsО sОlОМtion. ThОrОПorО, аО thОn МomО upon 
* Dr Gulnara A. AitpaОva has a МanНiНatО НОgrОО in litОrarв stuНiОs Пrom MosМoа StatО 
University, ussr (1987) and a doctoral degree in literature and folklore studies from Kyrgyz 
National StatО UnivОrsitв, BishkОk (1996). ShО is thО ОбОМutivО НirОМtor oП thО AiginО Мultur-
al rОsОarМh МОntrО anН proПОssor at thО Russian DОpartmОnt oП Kвrgвг National UnivОrsitв. 
HОr main publiМations in litОraturО anН ПolklorО iОlН inМluНО Religioznye motivy v kyrgyzs-
kom romane 1960-1980 godov [RОligious MotivОs in thО Kвrgвг NovОl oП thО 1960-1990s] 
(Bishkek, 1996); Ispytanie polom: Drevnij sužet o ženŝine: sovremennoe ponimanie [Gender 
TОsting. ThО AnМiОnt Plot about Woman: ContОmporarв UnНОrstanНing] (MosМoа, 1998); 
The Triad of Crime, Punishment and Forgiveness in Kyrgyz Epic Kožožaš (InНiana UnivОr-
sity, 2006) and others. Her recent publications include a paper on sacred pilgrimage sites in 
Kвrgвгstan (AshgatО, 2009) anН Kвrgвг traНitional praМtiМОs rОlatОН to naturО anН аОathОr 
(Continuum, 2012). Since 2006, Gulnara Aitpaeva has edited six books on sacred sites and 
rОlatОН traНitional knoаlОНgО anН ПolklorО. ContaМt: aitgul@yahoo.com.
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thО quОstion oП аhОn anН hoа thО path to this moНОrn-Нaв НivОrsitв oП thО 
litОrarв iОlН startОН.
This article suggests that the foundation for the heterogeneity of the 
litОrarв iОlН as аО knoа it toНaв аas laiН Пrom 1985 to 1991. ThОsО вОars 
arО knoаn in moНОrn historв as pОrОstroika.1 I bОliОvО that thО ‘iОlН oП 
litОraturО’ anН thО ‘iОlН oП poаОr’ in Kвrgвгstan bОgan to intОraМt Нuring 
pОrОstroika in suМh a аaв that startОН inluОnМing not onlв thО litОrarв iОlН, 
but also the structure of society itself. Some scholars regard spring of 1985 
as a beginning of perestroika (Žukov, 2006, pp. 26-32). In April 1985, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
cpsu, publicly announced a need of reforming the Soviet society and laid 
out thО stratОgiМ vision oП thО rОПorm. National ОМonomв, inНustrв, anН ОvОn 
activities of the Party ought to be reformed. Both in the centre of the Soviet 
Union as аОll as in national rОpubliМs, arts anН litОraturО oП all gОnrОs anН 
forms became the social sphere that reacted fastest to the idea of reforms, 
proclaimed by the country leader.
This artiМlО ОбplorОs thО proМОssОs that took plaМО in Kвrgвг iМtional 
prose from 1985 to 1991. I suggest that prose in Kyrgyz language has been 
thО irst soМial iОlН, аhiМh МlОarlв artiМulatОН Мhanging soМial МonsМiousnОss 
in SoviОt Kirgiгia Нuring thО pОrОstroika. FoМus is maНО on ОmОrging oП nОа 
symbolic capital represented by Manas epic and ancient national history 
themes. Historical and epical novels published during this time in Kyrgyz 
language are examined here more as a social phenomenon than an aesthetic 
and literary one. Analysing Kyrgyz novels and studying the corresponding 
tОбtbooks, rОsОarМh, anН intОrviОаs аith аritОrs Пrom thО pОrОstroika вОars 
alloаs sООing thО shiПts that аОrО taking plaМО ovОr thОsО вОars in onО oП 
the areas of Kyrgyz prose. These shifts took place, as Bourdieu put it, in the 
position oП thО “iОlН oП litОraturО аithin thО iОlН oП poаОr,” anН аithin thО 
“intОrnal struМturО oП thО iОlН oП litОraturО” as a МonsОquОnМО (BourНiОu, 
2000, p. 25). The shifts that have taken place in this area of literature 
revamped everything literary, and subsequently everything public.
1 This artiМlО аas аrittОn as part oП thО projОМt “ThО Historв oП Perestroika in Central Asia 
(socio-political transformation in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Mongolia in 1982-1991),” 
sponsorОН bв thО VolksаagОn FounНation Пrom 2010 to 2013. ThО author is gratОПul to 
Dr Svetlana Jacquesson for providing valuable comments and recommendations on this 
paper. These comments have encouraged looking at comparative research perspectives that 
may be examined in the future.
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The Beginning of Perestroika:  
Kyrgyz Literature Within the Field of Power
PiОrrО BourНiОu МlaimОН, “ThО iОlН oП Мultural proНuМtion is suborНinatО 
politiМallв anН ОМonomiМallв аithin thО iОlН oП poаОr” (ibid., p. 26). So far, 
аО havО not ПounН anв spОМialisОН publiМations that stuНв thО ОМonomiМ 
aspect of the development of Kyrgyz literature during the Soviet era. That 
thО link bОtаООn litОraturО anН thО ОМonomв in ПaМt Обists bОМamО ОviНОnt 
Пor thО irst timО in thО pОrОstroika вОars Нuring thО boom in litОrarв month-
lies in the ussr (Konstantinova, 2009, pp. 126-139), аhilО thО МirМulation 
oП thО journal Literaturnyj Kyrgyzstan2 [Literary Kyrgyzstan] exploded in 
the Kyrgyz ssr.
Kвrgвг litОrarв stuНiОs irst touМhОН on thО link oП litОrarв proНuМtion 
аith thО ОМonomв in thО Оarlв 2000s on thО basis oП thО proМОssОs that 
took plaМО Нuring pОrОstroika. RОnoаnОН Kвrgвгstan’s sМholar Kačkвnbaj 
Artykbaev, the author of: xx kylymdyn kyrgyz adabiâtynyn tarykhy [History 
oП TаОntiОth-CОnturв Kвrgвг LitОraturО], lamОnts:
ArtistiМ unions havО bОМomО аorsО, anН аritОrs arО no longОr ablО to publish 
thОir аrittОn аorks. ThО Нoor has opОnОН up Пor sloppв аorks anН publiМations 
that Мlaim to bО МonsiНОrОН books. Authors аith ОithОr monОв or riМh rОlativОs 
аoulН paв Пor anН start proНuМing book-likО publiМations. As a rОsult, high 
iНОologiМal anН aОsthОtiМ rОquirОmОnts that аОrО maНО Пor iМtional litОraturО 
are no longer taken into account. The time of mediocre arbitrariness or the 
artistiМallв pОНОstrian pОrson аith monОв is noа upon us.
(Artykbaev, 2004, p. 570)
WО аill notО that аhat ArtвkbaОv Мalls “high iНОologiМal anН aОsthОtiМ 
rОquirОmОnts,” аithin thО МontОбt oП Kвrgвг SoviОt litОraturО, аОrО irst anН 
ПorОmost iНОologiМal rОquirОmОnts that ОnsurОН litОraturО’s politiМal subor-
Нination to thО iНОals oП thО authoritiОs. Nothing but “sОrious litОraturО” 
(WaМhtОl, 2006, p. 8) аas opОnlв proНuМОН anН availablО on thО Kвrgвг 
book market until the mid-1980s.
As аО Мan sОО, thО issuО oП thО link bОtаООn litОraturО anН thО ОМonomв 
irst arosО as a rОaМtion to thО Мrisis oП thО latО 1980s, rathОr than as an analвsis 
oП objОМtivО proМОssОs anН trОnНs. This rОaМtion appОarОН as lamОnting anН 
2 Literaturnyj Kyrgyzstan is a literary and art, social and political magazine established in 
1955 and has been published since then in Russian language.
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rОmorsО similar in substanМО anН stвlО to thО “Мomplaining” anН “Мrвing” that 
NanМв RiОs НОsМribОН in Russian Talks (Ries, 1997, pp. 83-125).
What BourНiОu labОllОН “thО position oП politiМal suborНination,” Мan 
bО rОаorНОН to bО morО aММustomОН anН rОМognisablО Пor our МontОбt, 
namОlв Пolloаing thО prinМiplОs oП soМialist rОalism. RОnoаnОН Kвrgвг 
literary specialist KenešbОk AsanaliОv notОН that soМialist rОalism “as iП аas 
МonМОivОН anН appОarОН togОthОr аith national litОraturО itsОlП” (AsanaliОv, 
1995, p. 59). In referring to the history of Kyrgyz Soviet literature from 
1917 to thО pОrОstroika Оra, hО Мlaims thО Пolloаing in his tвpiМallв suММinМt 
manner:
EvОrвonО knoаs that МonПormism, ОбistОnМО through МonПorming to an iНОolo-
giМal НiМtatorship, is thО main mОrit anН qualitв аithin thО naturО oП litОraturО 
in soМialist rОalism. No onО ОvОn haН thО thought oП opposing it, oП НissОnting, 
oП trвing to Нistinguish onОsОlП Пrom it. LitОrarв iМtion аas НОvОlopОН upon 
the same principle of hierarchy and subordination that the supreme leadership 
аas built upon: аhoОvОr bОМamО МlosОr to thО govОrnmОnt anН politiМs, anН 
НiН so ПastОr, аas thО onО to rОМОivО thО МorrОsponНing ПamО anН sОО thОir 
artistiМ rОМognition inМrОasО anН bОМomО strongОr, anН thОrО аas no othОr аaв 
about it. A аork oП litОrarв iМtion аas juНgОН anН assОssОН using thО samО 
principle.
(Ibid., p. 63)
You МoulН arguО аith AsanaliОv, but onlв ovОr inНiviНual НОtails, suМh as 
thОrО having bООn a “thaа” (ottepel’) in the late 1960s in Kyrgyz literature 
(Toktogulova, 2001). In ОssОnМО, hoаОvОr, it is harН to arguО against thО 
sМholar. AsanaliОv shoаОН spОМiiМ mОМhanisms anН ОбamplОs oП Kвrgвг 
litОraturО’s politiМal НОpОnНОnМО basОН on analвsing thО mutual rОlations 
oП rОnoаnОН Kвrgвг аritОrs anН oП bilingualism in thО аork oП Chingiг 
Aitmatov (Asanaliev, 1995, pp. 57-85).
You Мan visiblв obsОrvО thО rapport oП poаОr to litОraturО as that oП 
‘maМroМosmos’ to ‘miМroМosmos’ that BourНiОu НОsМribОН, thО prioritв oП 
poаОr anН thО sОМonНarinОss oП litОraturО, bв lipping through thО pagОs oП 
any textbook on the history of Kyrgyz literature. This principle is kept in 
Kačkвnbaj ArtвkbaОv’s tОбtbook mОntionОН abovО as аОll, ОvОn though it 
аas аrittОn anН publishОН aПtОr Kвrgвгstan bОМamО inНОpОnНОnt. His tОбt-
book is basОН on thО Пolloаing prinМiplО: irst a НОtailОН НОsМription oП thО 
social and political situation, congresses, and other cpsu (Communist Party 
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of the Soviet Union) assemblies, and only then a description of the literary 
processes.
BourНiОu proposОН thО Пolloаing Пormula Пor МalМulating МulturО’s 
inНОpОnНОnМО Пrom poаОr: “ThО lОvОl oП inНОpОnНОnМО oП thО МulturО- 
proНuМtion iОlН НОpОnНs on hoа subjОМtОН thО ПorОign (hОtОronomous) prin-
ciple of hierarchisation is to the domestic (autonomous) principle of hierar-
chisation” (Bourdieu, 2000, p. 26).This analytical expression demonstrates 
that Kyrgyz literature at the beginning of perestroika from 1985 to 1987 
НiН not havО anв lОvОl oП inНОpОnНОnМО or mОМhanisms Пor inluОnМing thО 
authoritiОs. ThОrОПorО, аhat is important is hoа thО litОrarв iОlН Нuring thО 
pОrОstroika вОars rОaМtОН to thО МhangОs in thО iОlН oП poаОr.
The Public Confrontation Between the Fields  
of Power and Literature
SОvОral signiiМant ОvОnts that МОrtainlв signallОН МhangО in SoviОt 
Kвrgвгstan’s litОrarв iОlН took plaМО in 1986. ThrОО oП thОsО ОvОnts havО 
to Нo аith thО outstanНing Kвrgвг аritОr Chingiг Aitmatov. In spring 1986, 
Chingiz Aitmatov became the head of the Union of Writers of the Kyrgyz 
ssr. In JunО oП that samО вОar, thО journal Novyj Mir3 [NОа WorlН] bОgan 
publishing his novel Plakha [The Scaffold]. Come October, Aitmatov put 
togОthОr an ОvОnt that аОnt Нoаn in historв as thО Issвk-Kul Forum (Gorškov 
& MarčОnko, 1987; AkmataliОv, 2013, p. 61-64). ThО 7th CongrОss oП thО 
Kyrgyz ssr Union of Writers, held in June 1986, is yet another key event 
from the perestroika years.
The ussr Union oП WritОrs аas thО ОМhОlon oП thО litОrarв authoritiОs 
and a political administrative tool (Konstantinova, 2009, pp. 54-57; Wachtel, 
2006, pp. 33-39). The Kyrgyz ssr Union oП WritОrs аas no ОбМОption to 
thО rulО: it МontrollОН thО НОvОlopmОnt oП litОraturО just as muМh anН аas 
accountable to the authorities (Asanaliev, 1995, pp. 42-48; Artykbaev, 2004, 
pp. 256-262; Dâtlenko, 2010, pp. 191-198). By the time perestroika com-
mОnМОН, Chingiг Aitmatov аas alrОaНв a аorlН-Пamous аritОr oП prosО, a 
national аritОr oП thО Kвrgвг ssr, a hero of socialist labour, a member of the 
Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz ssr, etc. (Akmataliev, 2013, pp. 50-51) 
MorОovОr, hО haН a vОrв ambiguous rОlationship аith thО authoritiОs anН 
3 Novyj Mir is a litОrarв anН art magaгinО that has bООn publishОН in MosМoа sinМО 1925.
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sОvОral othОr аritОrs (AsanaliОv, 1995, pp. 60-63; ArtвkbaОv, 2004, pp. 562-
563). ThО аritОr Kaгat Akmatov in his rОМollОМtions НirОМtlв МrОНits Chingiг 
Aitmatov oП having bОМomО thО hОaН oП thО Union oП WritОrs аith thО Нis-
missal oП TurНakun UsubaliОv, thО irst sОМrОtarв oП thО CОntral CommittОО 
of the cpk (Communist Party of the Kyrgyz ssr). “Chingiг Aitmatov took 
his rightful place as the head of the Kyrgyz ssr Union of Writers only 
aПtОr TurНakun UsubaliОv lОПt poаОr” (Akmatov, 1998, p. 49). ThО МorrО-
lation bОtаООn thО Нismissal oП thО govОrnmОnt’s most inluОntial pОrson 
and the arrival of the Kyrgyz ssr’s most rОnoаnОН аritОr abroaН аas Нis-
МussОН sОvОral timОs in intОrviОаs аith Мultural igurОs ovОr thО agО oП iПtв. 
Incidentally, Literaturnyj Kyrgyzstan ОНitor-in-МhiОП anН аritОr AlОбanНОr 
Ivanov, in rОsponНing to аhОthОr Chingiг Aitmatov haН bООn appointОН or 
ОlОМtОН, saiН: “I at anв ratО Нon’t rОmОmbОr broaН ОlОМtions. AПtОr all, thО 
аaв things аОrО НonО аas that аhoОvОr аas appointОН аas ОlОМtОН” (intОr-
viОа аith thО author, 2013).
It аoulН bО unjustiiОН, hoаОvОr, to Мlaim that Chingiг Aitmatov bОing 
head of the Kyrgyz ssr Union of Writers instantly strengthened the stance 
of literature in respect to the authorities and increased its independence. 
The 7th Congress of the Kyrgyz ssr Union of Writers became one of the 
irst arОna Пor a publiМ stanНoПП bОtаООn litОrarв anН govОrnmОnt lОaНОrs 
(Mamвtov, 1985, p. 24). Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov thО ПounНing ПathОr oП 
Kвrgвг SoviОt litОraturО, or as BourНiОu put it, onО oП thО prinМipal ‘agОnts’ 
oП thО litОrarв iОlН, publiМallв МritiМisОН thО Communist Partв. WitnОssОs 
recall that Sydykbekov over the course of an hour made such statements as:
The mother tongue has become a bone-dry spring […] Our history is an intri-
cate lie […] Our culture is an inconsistent beverage deprived of a national 
background.
(Akmatov, 1998, pp. 48-53)
SвНвkbОkov ПoМusОН partiМular attОntion on thО unjust МritiМism anН 
rОprОssion oП historв аritОrs. As Kaгat Akmatov rОМallОН in an intОrviОа, 
he received a phone call the next day from the Central Committee of the 
cpsu anН аas givОn thО manНatorв orНОr, as onО oП thО sОМrОtariОs oП thО 
Union oП WritОrs, to gОt a hanНlО on thО situation anН bring thО “nationalist 
Sydykbekov” to his senses (ibid., p. 51).
Based on such important events as the appointment of Chingiz Aitmatov 
and the nature of the discourse at the 7th Congress of the Kyrgyz ssr Union 
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of Writers, the claim can be made that a public confrontation and open battle 
bОtаООn thО iОlНs oП litОraturО anН poаОr МommОnМОН in thО RОpubliМ in 
1986 through 1988. On thО onО hanН, аritОrs anН litОrarв igurОs oП thО 
RОpubliМ аОrО НОmanНing thО right to artistiМ ПrООНom on thО аavО oП 
MosМoа’s nОа poliМв oП glasnost anН pОrОstroika, anН irst anН ПorОmost 
thО right to stuНв anН aННrОss national historв in a ПunНamОntallв nОа аaв. 
On thО othОr hanН, Absamat MasaliОv, аho bОМamО thО irst sОМrОtarв oП thО 
Central Committee of the cpk in 1986, аas aМtivО in rigiНlв Мontrolling anН 
ОНuМating litОrarв igurОs anН ОМhОlons that violatОН thО iНОologiМal norms 
of the Party. He gave direct orders to coerce Sydykbekov, the father of 
Kвrgвг litОraturО, to aНmit his mistakОs in having rОaН irst hanН thО аorks 
of prohibited authors and not having seen any reason to rehabilitate them 
(ibid., p. 52; Artykbaev, 2004, p. 557).
The Issyk-Kul Forum as a Chance for Artistic Independence
A nОа Нisposition bОtаООn thО iОlНs oП litОraturО anН poаОr took shapО 
in the Kyrgyz ssr bОtаООn 1986 anН 1988, аith thО Issвk-Kul Forum, 
аhiМh аas hОlН in OМtobОr 1986 on thО shorОs oП LakО Issвk-Kul, anН аhiМh 
became a unique experience in this regard (see annex n° 16). This meeting 
oП аorlН-rОnoаnОН аritОrs, plaваrights, artists, sМholars, anН publiМ igurОs 
Пrom manв МountriОs аas not a RОpubliМ-аiНО or ОvОn ussr-аiНО ОvОnt, 
but rathОr a аorlНаiНО ОvОnt (AkmataliОv, 2013, pp. 61-64). ThО Forum 
stood out for its unprecedented level of independence. Almost ten years 
later, in 1997, Chingiz Aitmatov reminisced:
ThО Issвk-Kul Forum, oП МoursО, аas a small НОmonstration oП thО pОrОstroika 
movОmОnt. Prior to thОn, аithout thО authoritiОs’ pОrmission, аО аОrОn’t 
alloаОН, Пor ОбamplО, to travОl somОаhОrО, to mООt аith somОonО, to takО 
part in any given conference or chat amongst ourselves as people close to 
ОaМh othОr. AnН thОn, аО ПОlt likО oursОlvОs so muМh so that I аas ablО to bring 
together a group of people very close to me on the outskirts of the empire. 
I haН mОt аith thОm bОПorО, аО аОrО aМquaintОН, МonvОrsОН, anН НisМussОН 
somО issuО; hoаОvОr, this is аhОrО a pОrsonal assОmblв took plaМО Пor thО irst 
timО, privatОlв, аithout prОsОnМО oП thО govОrnmОnt running it. ThОrОПorО, this 
аas an ОvОnt Пor thО timО, a uniquО ОvОnt. All oП a suННОn, somОonО invitОН 
somОonО, anН thОsО pОoplО аОrО ablО to МomО anН join us. ThО prОss paiН a lot 




ThО Forum in 1986 ОviНОntlв shiПtОН thО SoviОt ПoМus: thОrО аas no 
ideological component included through formal and ritualised speeches by 
heads of the cpk anН thО authoritiОs, anН thОrО аas not obligatorв rОprО-
sentation from the fraternal Soviet republics. One individual person by the 
namО oП Chingiг Aitmatov аas thО МОntrО oП attОntion Пor thО ОntirО ОvОnt. 
ThО iНОa oП МrОating a ‘nОа аaв oП thinking’ аas thО big nОаs that thО Forum 
proНuМОН. ThО Forum partiМipants passОН thО Пolloаing proМlamation:
NОа iНОas must bО appliОН to all arОas oП our liПО, inМluНing politiМs, thus 
МrОating a nОа аaв oП thinking. All МountriОs shoulН havО thОir ПuturО НОpОn-
Нing not onlв on НОМisions that politiМians takО anН on МonПrontation bОtаООn 
inНiviНual poаОrs. Human proаОss, thО poаОr oП talОntОН pОoplО’s imagi-
nation, sМiОntists’ initiativОs anН НisМovОriОs, poОts’ НrОams, anН thО hopОs 
oП rОgular pОoplО arО МallОН upon to plaв a signiiМant rolО in this. AnН onlв 
all this МombinОН аill alloа planting thО sООНs oП a nОа аaв oП thinking, oП 
general and political thinking.
(Gorškov & MarčОnko, 1987, p. 5)
ThО Forum aММomplishОН at lОast tаo goals. Firstlв, it gavО Mikhail 
Gorbachev, the initiator of perestroika, both local and global supports 
at thО samО timО Пor Мarrвing out his initiativОs. AПtОr all, 1986 аas thО 
vОrв bОginning oП pОrОstroika аhОn thОrО аОrО sОrious НisagrООmОnts anН 
МonПrontations аithin thО SoviОt lОaНОrship itsОlП. ThО Пorum unНoubtОНlв 
infused a revolutionary novelty into the context of the late Soviet period. 
It shiПtОН thО poliМв prioritв bв НОsignating its plaМО аithin a linО oП othОr 
spheres of human activity.
ThО Issвk-Kul Forum аas МОrtainlв thО Kвrgвг ssr’s irst anН onlв 
moНОl oП artists anН litОrarв igurОs’ bОhaviour bОing inНОpОnНОnt oП thО 
SoviОt sвstОm; hoаОvОr, thО Forum also аas onО oП thО most biгarrО ОvОnts 
during the early years of perestroika. The profound paradox is that, on the 
onО hanН, thО Пorum аas inНООН thО irst anН onlв ОvОnt аhОrО artists anН 
litОrarв igurОs аОrО ablО to havО an inluОnМО on thО iОlН oП poаОr on thО 
scale of the entire Soviet Union. On the other hand, since the Forum took 
place in the tiny Kyrgyz ssr, it аОnt as iП unnotiМОН. OП МoursО, thО ОvОnt 
аas both аrittОn anН talkОН about, anН thО govОrnmОnt unНoubtОНlв haН 
a rolО in organising it; hoаОvОr, thО loМal authoritiОs pОrМОivОН thО points 
that thО Forum introНuМОН as aliОn anН having nothing to Нo аith thОm. 
It haН littlО inluОnМО on thО аaв thО rОpubliМ’s politiМal lОaНОrs lОН. ThО 
‘nОа аaв oП thinking,’ in аhiМh politiМs аoulН bО Оqual to othОr tвpОs oП 
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human aМtivitiОs, аas not obsОrvОН in thО govОrnmОnt. A cpk assembly 
that took plaМО in FОbruarв 1987 saа hoа thО irst sОМrОtarв oП thО cpk 
CОntral CommittОО pОrsonallв stigmatisОН “nationalist аritОrs” anН othОr 
misguiНОН litОrarв igurОs (ArtвkbaОv, 2004, pp. 557-558). His spООМh аas 
in due order circulated across all types of state media and reached even the 
most remote outskirts of Kyrgyzstan.
Change in the Field of Kyrgyz Prose
In 1988 thО rОturn to Kвrgвг litОraturО oП tаo striМtlв prohibitОН igurОs 
during the Soviet era – the poet Moldo Kylyč (1866-1917) and the poet, 
sМholar, anН publiМ igurО Kasвm Tвnвstanov (1901-1938) – can be per-
МОivОН as thО irst viМtorв oП litОrarв anН Мultural igurОs ovОr thО authori-
tiОs. It took tаo вОars, Пrom 1986 to 1988, Пor thО rОhabilitation oП MolНo 
Kylyč and Kasym Tynystanov to be approved. The former, coming from the 
aristoМraМв, аas aММusОН oП ОбprОssing “bourgОois anН nationalistiМ iНОo-
logy” (Èrkebaev, 1999, pp. 126-136; Dâtlenko, 2010, p. 167). The latter 
аas МhargОН аith “Нragging through thО МountОr-rОvolutionarв, bourgОois, 
and nationalistic ideas of alaš-orНa” (AbНвkarov & ŽumaliОv, 1995, p. 6).
An article by KenešbОk AsanaliОv, in аhiМh thО sМholar аrotО that thО 
аork oП Moldo Kylyč anН Kasвm Tвnвstanov shoulН bО inМluНОН in thО nОа 
edition of Kyrgyz sovet adabiâtynyn tarykhy [The History of Kyrgyz Soviet 
Literature], caused heated public discussion (Dâtlenko, 2010, pp. 191-192). 
A rОpubliМan Мommission аas МrОatОН in autumn 1986 to stuНв thО аork oП 
thОsО аritОrs. ThО Мommission, hОaНОН bв Chingiг Aitmatov, prОsОntОН its 
inНings Пor rОviОа bв an ОбtОnНОН sОssion oП spОМialists at thО AМaНОmв 
of Sciences of the Kyrgyz ssr; hoаОvОr, partв lОaНОr Absamat MasaliОv 
opposОН thО proПОssionals’ inНings in Оarlв 1987 (ArtвkbaОv, 2004, 
p. 557). This situation from the perestroika era demonstrates the Soviet 
sвstОm’s МlassiМ approaМh: a govОrnmОnt rОprОsОntativО НОtОrminОs thО ПatО 
oП litОrarв аorks.
PОrОstroika, hoаОvОr, аas gaining momОntum in MosМoа, thО hОart oП 
thО SoviОt Union, аith miННlО-tiОr burОauМrats in thО cpk ranks daring to 
ОбprОss НissОnt (Akmatov, 1998, p. 46). In thО ОnН, a nОа, nationаiНО Мom-
mission аith loМal anН MosМoа-basОН litОrarв ОбpОrts аas МrОatОН in 1988. 
ThО prОМОНОnt аith MolНo Kвlвč and Kasym Tynystanov in a certain sense 
аas аhat opОnОН thО looНgatОs: aПtОr thОв аОrО rОhabilitatОН, thО аorks 
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oП ПorgottОn, silОnМОН, ОбpОllОН, anН ОithОr littlО or МomplОtОlв unknoаn 
literature began to return to Kyrgyz literature (Èrkebaev, 1999, pp. 82-198).
This МasО shoаs that thО Нisposition oП thО iОlН oП poаОr anН that oП 
litОraturО МhangОН Нuring pОrОstroika, аith nОа topiМs, gОnrОs, anН Пorms 
bursting into or gОrminating Пrom аithin thО litОrarв iОlН, anН thus МhangОН 
thО litОrarв iОlН’s struМturО. BourНiОu’s thОorв statОs: “ThО iОlН struМturО 
is a struМturО oП Нistribution oП variОtiОs oП Мapital (or poаОr) that proviНО 
spОМiiМ bОnОits аhОn possОssОН” (BourНiОu, 2000, p. 40). ThО topiМ oП 
builНing a soМialist soМiОtв in НiППОrОnt variations аas thО main bОnОiМial 
Мapital bОПorО pОrОstroika; hoаОvОr, iП вou arО to stuНв thО МompositО 
bibliographical directory Kyrgyz kitebi [Kyrgyz Book] from 1986 through 
1990 (ŽumabОkova, ŽumakaНвrova & AsanbОkova, 2010, pp. 515-610), 
thОn вou Мan МlОarlв sОО thО МhangО in thО iОlН oП Kвrgвг litОraturО. ThО 
ПunНamОntal НiППОrОnМО in thО litОrarв iОlН’s struМturО oП this pОrioН МomОs 
from its ideological and thematic heterogeneity. There are different types of 
Мapital that oММur hОrО anН stanН shoulНОr to shoulНОr, аhilО thО borНОrs oП 
this diversity extend from the collections of the poet Toktogul Satylganov 
Kandaj aâl tuudu èken Lenindej uuldu? [What Kind of Woman Engendered 
Lenin] to the collection of the poet Abdyldaev, Muras4 [HОritagО], in аhiМh 
previously banned zamanist5 anН mullah poОts аhОrО printОН.
LОt us turn our attОntion to Kвrgвг historiМal prosО, аith sвmboliМ 
Мapital ОmОrging Пor thО irst timО in its struМturО Нuring thО pОrОstroika 
years. This capital includes topics dedicated to the independence of ancient 
Kyrgyz and the epos Manas. Reference is made to the 1989 novels Kök 
Asaba [ThО BluО BannОr] bв Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov anН Kundu ajlangan 
žyldar [ThО YОars Rotating ArounН thО Sun] bв Kaгat Akmatov. ThО tаo 
subsequent sections of this article address them. 
A nОа vОrsion in 1985 oП Kačkвnbaj OsmonaliОv’s novОl Yjyk žer [Holy 
LanН] аas rОlОasОН Нuring thО pОrОstroika вОars as аОll, basОН on sanžyra – 
oral tales about the gynaecological trees of Kyrgyz tribes and families. 
4 ThО book Пor thО irst timО inМluНОН sОlОМtОН piОМОs Пrom thО poОtrв oП Kalвgul, ArstanbОk, 
MolНo Kвlвč anН othОr striМtlв ПorbiННОn Kвrgвг аritОrs. ThО rОПОrОnМО rОlatОs to thО аholО 
book.
5 Zamanist is thО tОrm rОПОrrОН to a group oП traНitional barНs НОsМribing thО timО thОв аОrО 
living in, beginning of the nineteenth century (zaman is ‘timО’, thus zamanist is a singer of 
his time).
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ThО Forum oП artistiМ МrОativitв alloаОН opОnlв making publiМ a topiМ, Пor 
аhiМh at this timО thО SoviОt govОrnmОnt аoulН punish othОr proПОssions as 
sОvОrОlв as possiblО. In 1987, Sabвr Attokurov, a proПОssor at thО National 
UnivОrsitв, аas aММusОН oП nationalism, ОбpОllОН Пrom thО Partв, anН Нis-
missОН Пrom his job Пor attОmpting to introНuМО thО topiМ oП Пamilв anН 
tribal relations to his Kyrgyz history course (Artykbaev, 2004, p. 558).
Kel-Kel [Come-Come], a book by the founding father of the Kyrgyz 
historiМal novОl Tologon KasвmbОkov, аas publishОН in 1986 aПtОr sОvОral 
вОars oП rОviОа bв varвing lОvОls oП authoritв. ThО novОl МovОrs historв 
spanning Пrom thО timО thО southОrn Kвrgвг аОrО inМorporatОН into Russia 
(approбimatОlв 1860) to thО 1917 RОvolution. This аork’s innovation 
is from its research of the said history. Being a multidimensional, far- 
rОaМhing narrativО that shoаs thО Kвrgвг subjОМtion to Russia, thО novОl on 
thО аholО НiН not violatО thО norms oП SoviОt iНОologв. And the title Kel-
Kel МoulН аОll bО intОrprОtОН аithin thО МontОбt oП НОvОloping thО storвlinО 
related to the fate of the commoner poet Toktogul Satylganov as the expec-
tation oП a just timО Пor thО НОstitutО. HoаОvОr, Нuring thО pОrОstroika вОars, 
KasвmbОkov’s novОl aММomplishОН a vОrв important mission bв ОбpanНing 
thО historiМal ovОrviОа oП iМtion anН introНuМОН to thО publiМ a signiiМant 
numbОr oП historiМal igurОs, аhosО namОs at thО timО аОrО ОithОr not mОn-
tionОН or rarОlв МitОН in othОr sphОrОs, inМluНing opinion-basОН journalism, 
historв, anН soМial stuНiОs. In othОr аorНs, historiМal novОl bОМamО thО 
gОnrО or opОn spaМО аhОrО spОМiiМ historiМal НОtails аОrО irst rОhabilitatОН 
anН maНО lОgitimatО; this МonМОrnОН irst anН ПorОmost Kurmanžan Datka, 
thО main МharaМtОr also knoаn as Alaj Carica [Queen of Alai]. Presenting 
the late nineteenth-century ruler of Alai6 as a favourable hero and interpre-
ting hОr imagО as a strong rulОr that rОМognisОs thО poаОr oП ПatО anН GoН 
it in poorlв аith thО Мanons oП soМialist rОalism. ThО ОmОrgОnМО oП suМh 
momentous heroes as Kurmanžan Datka in thО litОrarв iОlН аas a sign oП 
thО authoritiОs’ poаОr аОakОning, an inНiМator oП thО litОrarв iОlН’s primarв 
independence. The name of this historical igurО is noа in all Kвrgвг his-
torв tОбtbooks. ThО вОar 2011 аas НОМlarОН thО вОar oП Kurmanžan Datka 
to celebratО аhat аoulН havО bООn hОr tаo hunНrОНth birthНaв.
Kočkon Saktanov’s novel Markumdar undoru [VoiМОs oП thО DОaН] аas 
printed in 1991, and this novel features a character by the name of Joseph 
6 Alay is a region of the Osh province in modern-day Kyrgyzstan.
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Stalin. This is hoа Kвrgвг litОraturО surmountОН thО ban on onО oП thО 
most taboo subjОМts, аith thО imagО oП Stalin prОsОntОН ambivalОntlв as thО 
‘ПathОr oП thО pОoplО’ anН a МruОl lОaНОr. ThО ОmОrgОnМО oП this МharaМtОr in 
thО iОlН oП Kвrgвг litОraturО bОМamО an inНiМation oП thО proПounН shiПt that 
took place in the historical novel genre.
MОanаhilО, litОraturО Нuring pОrОstroika МontinuОН to rОproНuМО histo-
riМal prosО НОНiМatОН to Оstablishing anН ПostОring SoviОt poаОr, builНing 
Мommunal Пarms, ОtМ. Sagвmbaj OmurbaОv’s 1989 novОl Ker Ozon [Wide 
VallОв] is an ОбamplО oП suМh prosО. ThО Пolloаing is hoа its Russian anno-
tation sounНs: “S. OmurbaОv’s novОl piОrМОs thought about thО granНОur 
oП our soМialist soМiОtв” (OmurbaОv, 1989, p. 2). This parts signiiМantlв 
Пrom аhat is аrittОn in Kвrgвг annotation, аhОrО thОrО is not a аorН about 
socialism but rather a description of province and human lives. This diver-
gОnМО is as a small НОtail or МoinМiНОnМО; hoаОvОr, this МoinМiНОnМО rОvОals 
thО stanНarНs that аoulН aММОlОratО anН ПaМilitatО publishing books аhОn 
МompliОН аith. TОбts аrittОn in Russian passОН through МОnsorship morО 
quickly and convincingly.
We see through the example of historical prose that the homogenous 
struМturО oП thО litОrarв iОlН Нuring thО pОrОstroika вОars gОts brokОn Нoаn, 
аhilО МomplОtОlв nОа storвlinОs anН motivОs ОmОrgО alongsiНО Мustomarв 
onОs. ThО brОak-up oП thО ОstablishОН struМturО anН thО ОmОrgОnМО oП nОа 
types of artistic capital created an unusual dynamic of forces in Kyrgyz 
prose. Reconsidering history and the epos Manas аОrО tаo subjОМts that 
plaвОН a lОaНing rolО as thО nОа struМturО oП thО litОrarв iОlН took shapО.
Reconsidering Kyrgyz History under the Microscope  
of Perestroika 
Kyrgyz history as a literary storyline endured rough times throughout 
the Soviet era, and an aggregate of factors explains this. On the one hand, 
Kвrgвг SoviОt litОraturО took shapО prОНominantlв аithin thО paraНigm 
oП soМialist rОalism. On thО othОr hanН, Оpos anН ПolklorО alаaвs haН a 
poаОrПul inluОnМО on Kвrgвг litОraturО. Both paraНigms, soМialist rОalism 
and folklore traditions, have originally established norms and formulas that 
restrict the boundaries and possibilities for independent research. The poli-
tiМal authoritiОs anН litОrarв aНministrators аОrО quiМk to harshlв МritiМisО 
аritОrs аho triОН to МovОr thО historв oП thО Kвrgвг outsiНО thО ОstablishОН 
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boundaries (Akmatov, 1998, p. 48; Ibraimov, 2008, pp. 121-125; Artykbaev, 
1994, pp. 17-31). Naum BОrkovskij in 1927 notОН onО partiМularitв oП thО 
Soviet historical novel:
ThО historiМal novОl Мan havО thО samО soМial ‘intОnsО’ mОaning that a novОl 
аith a rОlОvant storвlinО has. ThО rОМollОМtions that it ОбpanНs upon Мan havО 
signiiМant politiМal poаОr.
(BОrkovskij, 1989, p. 250)
Kenešbek Asanaliev noted the extremely socially and politically biased 
nature of Kyrgyz historical prose (Asanaliev, 1995, pp. 114-116). The idea 
oП rОМonsiНОring historв, аhiМh Mikhail GorbaМhОv announМОН in thО Оarlв 
stagОs oП pОrОstroika in 1986 (GorbačОv, 1986, p. 119), аas onО oП thО Пoun-
Нing notions oП pОrОstroika; hoаОvОr, it аas historв anН, thОrОПorО, historiМal 
litОrarв аorks in SoviОt Kirgiгia that all thО аaв until 1989 sОrvОН as an arОa 
аhОrО thО authoritiОs ОбОrМisОН striМt Мontrol ovОr litОraturО. During thО ini-
tial вОars oП pОrОstroika, high-ranking Partв mОmbОrs Пrom MosМoа still haН 
the prerogative to criticise the interpretation of history in Kyrgyz literature.
Kyrgyz ssr partв lОaНОrs ostraМisОН thО аritОr Musa MurataliОv in 1987 
for his interpretation of the Urkun – the uprising of the Kyrgyz against the 
tsarist authorities in 1916 – in the novel Mai ajynyn kukugu [Cuckoo of 
May]. As opposed to, for example, Kurmanžan Datka or Stalin, the Urkun 
is still an ОбtrОmОlв НОliМatО subjОМt both in Kвrgвг МulturО anН politiМs 
(Akmatov, 2012, pp. 280,281; Ibraimov, 1993, pp. 219-238). Moreover, the 
novОl аas publishОН in Kвrgвг Пor thО irst timО bОПorО pОrОstroika in 1981, 
and then only several years later, in 1987, came under criticism. The critic 
аas postponОН most likОlв Пor tаo rОasons, namОlв oаing to thО prОpara-
tion of the Russian translation for publishing and to the exasperation of 
ideological tension on the backdrop of perestroika. Mai ajynyn kukugu аas 
“ОбМОption matОrial” Пor thО МОntral anН loМal authoritiОs Пor pointing out 
ОgrОgious iНОologiМal Оrrors, suМh as “rОtrОating Пrom Мlass positions anН 
the principles of historism,” nationalism, and naturalism (Masaliev, 1987, 
p. 1). MurataliОv is МonvinМОН that “MosМoа orНОrОН” Kвrgвгstan’s poli-
tiМal lОaНОrs to МritiМisО him. This МasО аith MurataliОv, аho is prОsОntlв 
a МitiгОn anН mОritОН Мultural igurО oП Russia,7 is intriguing as a spОМiiМ 
7 WhОn hО rОМОivОН thОsО МritiquОs, Musa MurataliОv аas in MosМoа, аhОrО hО haН bООn 
аorking Пor thО Union oП SoviОt WritОrs on Kвrgвг litОraturО sinМО thО miН-1970s. HО haН an 
apartmОnt thОrО, a salarв anН soМial bОnОits Пrom thО Union. AПtОr thО МollapsО oП thО ussr, 
hО staвОН in MosМoа.
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ОбamplО oП thО Мlashing oП tаo ПorМОs (litОrarв anН politiМal), аhiМh МamО 
to an ОnН in 1987, аith litОrarв igurОs viМtorious in bОing ablО to protОМt 
MurataliОv Пrom rОprОssion. This is вОt anothОr inНiМator oП litОraturО’s 
inНОpОnНОnМО gaining momОntum. At thО samО timО, thО inМiНОnt аith Mai 
ajynyn kukugu, as Musa Murataliev admitted himself, personally engende-
rОН “intОrnal МОnsorship” (vnutrennûû cenzuru) that Пor manв вОars “kОpt 
his hands restrained” (uderživala ruki) (intОrviОа аith thО author, 2013).
Just tаo вОars latОr in 1989, hoаОvОr, Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov’s Kök 
Asaba emerged and made drastic changes to the structure of the Kyrgyz 
litОrarв iОlН; thО novОl аas аrittОn in 1969 anН sat on thО shОlП МollОМting 
Нust Пor tаОntв вОars. This ПaМt НОmonstratОs that thО quОst to inН mОanings 
outside Soviet history and ideology, in the depths of Kyrgyz prose, began 
long before 1985. Therefore, Kök Asaba Мan bО МlassiiОН as thО tвpО oП 
litОraturО that arosО in thО vОrв last stagО oП SoviОt historв anН аas ОntitlОН 
“НОПОrrОН litОraturО” (zaderžannoj literatury) (Konstantinova, 2009, p. 80).
Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov (1912-1998) is a МlassiМ author oП Kвrgвг prosО, 
the founding father of the Kyrgyz novel, and a man recognised by the 
SoviОt authoritiОs through numОrous ranks, aаarНs, anН bОnОits; hО is 
uniquО in manв rОgarНs (AitpaОva, 1996, pp. 2-22). HО аas ablО to trans-
Пorm his talОnt Пor oral storв tОlling into a МarООr as a аritОr аho ОnНОН 
up attaining broaН rОМognition. Within thО МoninОs oП thО SoviОt sвstОm, 
hО maНО thО artistiМ journОв Пrom sМhОmatiМ novОls oП soМialist rОalism 
to the reconstruction of Kyrgyz statehood in Kök Asaba аithout opОnlв 
МonliМting аith thО authoritiОs.
Kök Asaba аas thО irst in Kвrgвг prosО anН, in a broaНОr ОбtОnt, in 
public thought, to reconstruct the life of the Yenisei Kyrgyz from the sixth to 
thО Оighth МОnturв. ThО novОl’s main МharaМtОr is Èr Kiši, an accomplished 
blacksmith, skilПul аarrior, anН a аorthв allв oП his lОaНОr. SвНвkbОkov 
usОН thО rОlationship bОtаООn thО МommonОr blaМksmith anН lОaНОrs oП thО 
èl [people] to describe military and everyday life at the time. He recreated 
dozens of rituals, ceremonies, traditions, and customs that banded together 
and organised the social life of the ancient Kyrgyz. Besides a visible plan, 
ОvОrвthing haН saМral promisО – militarв Мampaigns, burials, nОа-lОaНОr 
ОlОМtions, tiОs to anМОstors anН naturО, anН rОsolving intОrnal tribal МonliМts.
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ThО author’s intОrprОtation oП thО livОs oП thО YОnisОi Kвrgвг аas in 
striМt МomplianМО аith thО rОquirОmОnts that sagОs (mudrecy) and poets of 
various eras created in many variations. When consolidated, these rules 
Мan bО piМturОН as “traНitional Kвrgвг soМiОtв basОН upon Пour pillars: thО 
intellect of sages, the fairness of bij [juНgОs], thО gОnОrositв oП thО аОalthв, 
anН thО moralitв oП thО МommonОrs” (SaНвr uulu Žumagaгв, 2013, p. 2). 
SвНвkbОkov’s artistiМ МonМОpt rОproНuМОs thОsО rulОs in grОat НОtail. ThО 
historian Vasilв BartolН saiН that thО pОrioН Пrom thО siбth to thО Оighth 
МОnturв аas “thО Оra oП thО grОat Kвrgвг poаОr” (Bartol’Н, 1963, pp. 489-
500). SвНвkbОkov’s intОrprОtation oП thО prospОrous Kвrgвг statО oП this Оra 
аas basОН on striМtlв Мomplвing аith moral rulОs rootОН in thО TОngrism.8 
Èr Kiši does not strive to be the local leader, although the early death of his 
friend and leader of the people gave the blacksmith this very chance. The 
elder-led ritual shoаОН that thО НОМОasОН’s ivО-вОar-olН son must inhОrit 
thО lОaНОr’s plaМО. Bв sООing through thО аill oП HОavОn anН his moral Нutв 
to others (paryz), Èr Kiši assumes the obligation to raisО thО nОа lОaНОr.
ThО аritОr himsОlП saвs that historians’ аorks, Kвrgвг oral Пolk art, anН 
obsОrving his МontОmporariОs sОrvОН as thО basis that hО rОliОН upon аhОn 
аriting this novОl. HО ОspОМiallв strОssОН that hО sОarМhОН Пor thО truths 
ПounН in his books “in thО spiritual аorlН oП mв pОoplО” (SвНвkbОkov, 
1989, p. 6). ThО largО-sМalО anН аholО rОМonstruМtion oП Kвrgвг liПО Пrom 
this Оra, аhОn thОв haН thОir oаn statО anН rОligion, аas an ОбtrОmОlв nОа 
subjОМt Пor Kвrgвг litОraturО oП thО miН-1960s. Using suМh sourМОs as thО 
epos Manas, proverbs, and sanžyra (gвnaОМologiМal trОО) аas a signii-
Мantlв nОа approaМh to аriting iМtion.
The sources Sydykbekov used as the foundation for reconstructing 
Kyrgyz society from the sixth to the eighth century makes his position over 
thО tiОs bОtаООn YОnisОi Kвrgвг anН SoviОt Kвrgвг obvious. ThО аritОr is 
МonvinМОН that thО YОnisОi Kвrgвг arО thО bОarОrs oП thОir anМОstors’ valuОs. 
HО bОliОvОs that thО ‘spiritual аorlН’ (dukhovnyj mir) of his contemporaries 
prОsОrvОs thО traМОs oП this ОrstаhilО spiritual МulturО. This iМtional rОМons-
truМtion аith suМh historiМal anН spiritual Оmphasis lОН to SвНвkbОkov 
virtuallв having МrОatОН a nОа Kвrgвг iНОntitв anН having antiМipatОН thО 
ПounНing oП an inНОpОnНОnt Kвrgвгstan. This аas a sОrious rОason Пor thО 
8 In the novel, Tengrism is a monotheistic system of Kyrgyz indigenous beliefs and spiritual 
praМtiМОs, аhiМh arО ПoМusОН arounН thО skв НОitв Tengri.
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vОnОrablО МlassiМal аritОr oП Kвrgвг litОraturО, НОspitО all his titlОs anН 
mОrits, to havО bООn subjОМt to a аavО oП harsh МritiМism Мoming prОНomi-
nantlв Пrom MosМoа but thОn bОing instantlв supportОН loМallв (Ibraimov, 
2008, p. 121).
In analвsing thО rОasons Пor аritОrs’ groаing intОrОst “in thО iМtional 
presentation of history through the rules of novel narration,” Boris Dubin 
believes:
During the period of the belated, and therefore accelerated modernisation of 
society corresponding to the radical notional refashioning of its guidelines, 
lОaНing soМial groups or groups аithin soМiОtв МontОnНing Пor a lОaНОrship 
role often carry their impressions of the best and genuine about the ideal 
society and cultural plenitude, about themselves and their mission, over into 
a МonНitionallв МonstruМtОН ‘past,’ just as othОrs Мarrв suМh imprОssions ovОr 
into a МonНitional ‘ПuturО.’ Karl MannhОim МallОН thО irst tвpО oП МonstruМ-
tions ‘iНОologiМal’ anН thО sОМonН tвpО ‘utopian.’
(Dubin, 2003, pp. 4-5)
ThОrО аОrО no visiblО signs oП a Мrisis or thО moНОrnisation oП thО SoviОt 
sвstОm in SoviОt Kвrgвгstan in 1969. Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov аas almost 
siбtв вОars oП agО at thО timО. HО аas a SoviОt аritОr anН аas rОМognisОН 
bв thО statО in ОvОrв аhiМh аaв. For аhiМh rОasons НiН thО ПathОr oП Kвrgвг 
litОraturО look to thО Нistant past anН МrОatО his oаn moНОl oП Kвrgвг his-
torв? AnН аas this МonstruМtion iНОologiМal? SвНвkbОkov аas unlikОlв to 
havО pursuОН politiМal objОМtivОs in Kök Asaba, such as the revival of the 
Kвrgвг statО, anН in this sОnsО his novОl аas unlikОlв iНОologiМal; hoаОvОr, 
as a МonnoissОur oП antiquitв anН аritОr, hО unНoubtОНlв haН thО goal oП 
passing on knoаlОНgО that haН bООn aММumulatОН ovОr вОars oП his аork. 
In this regard, Kök Asaba haН a spОМiiМ iНОologв, onО oП iНОntiiМation anН 
sОlП-iНОntiiМation. ThО iНОologв that SвНвkbОkov НОvОlopОН latО in liПО аas 
ПunНamОntallв НiППОrОnt Пrom thО Kвrgвг iНОntiiМation anН sОlП-iНОntiiМa-
tion models that dominated in society at the end of the 1960s. Sydykbekov 
аrotО a book that ПОaturОs bОarОrs oП thО Kвrgвг spirit as thО main МharaМtОrs 
(anН maвbО ПОaturing thО Kвrgвг spirit itsОlП) аho Оstablish soМial orНОr on 
thО grounН in aММorНanМО аith thО moral norms oП TОngrism. It is НiПiМult 
to call Kök Asaba a strictly historical novel and refer to its historical authen-
tiМitв ОvОn bв using thОsО МritОria аhilО НisrОgarНing a litОrarв analвsis oП 
thО gОnrО. What аО havО bОПorО us is morО likО a utopian МonstruМtion oП 
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the past rather than of the future; Sydykbekov moulded his desired image 
of the past.
RolanН BarthОs МlaimОН: “litОraturО is alаaвs unrОalistiМ, but its vОrв 
unrОalitв pОrmits it to quОstion thО аorlН – though these questions can never 
be direct” (Barthes, 1994, p. 138). This Kyrgyz Soviet literary classic in 
1969 provided a very un-Soviet perspective on the Kyrgyz past; the Kyrgyz 
centrism here is obvious. The publishing of Kök Asaba in 1989, аhiМh 
recreated the concept of ‘kök asaba’ – a banner of blue divine colour and of 
independent Kyrgyz – inМrОНiblв МoinМiНОН аith thО iНОas oП Kвrgвг sОlП-
determination, already in the air but still yet to be shaped. If an independent 
statО is аhat аas unrОalistiМ in 1969, thОn tаОntв вОars latОr it jumpОН Пrom 
being a fairy tale and utopia to a possibility and a reality.
SОvОral gОnОrations oП Kвrgвг grОа up ovОr thО tаОntв вОars that Kök 
Asaba sat on thО shОlП unpublishОН. ThОв аОrО non-Kвrgвг spОakОrs anН 
аОrО taught that thО Kвrgвг historв startОН almost Пrom thО onsОt oП thО 
SoviОt Оra. Although not ОvОn having bООn publishОН in its oаn timО, this 
book still haН an inluОnМО on soМiОtв. Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov, Пor thО most 
part not mentioning Kök Asaba, spokО oП his аork to rОstorО thО Kвrgвг 
history and culture through numerous collections and assemblies, actively 
аrotО about ПolklorО anН traНitions, anН rОvОalОН his Оmotions in taking 
part in НisМussions on thО Kвrgвг languagО. SвНвkbОkov’s аork on Kвrgвг 
ОthniМ anН Мultural iНОntiiМation аas unablО to МrОatО a lОaНing НisМoursО in 
1970s SoviОt soМiОtв, but НiН havО an impaМt on its ‘innОr’ МirМlО, namОlв ПОl-
loа аritОrs anН thО intОlligОntsia. ThО moНОrn-Нaв prosО аritОr ČolponbОk 
AbвkООv аritОs in gОnrОs anН аith a stвlО that is МomplОtОlв НiППОrОnt 
Пrom SвНвkbОkov, but hО notОs that at onО timО hО аas imprОssОН аith 
SвНвkbОkov’s аriting, namОlв as rОgarНs to “knoаlОНgО oП thО pОoplО’s 
soul” (intОrviОа аith thО author, 2012).
Kök Asaba bОМamО an ОntirОlв nОа МonМОptual piОМО in thО litОrarв iОlН 
during the perestroika era. The claim can be made based on this novel that 
thО nОа МonМОpt oП national historв anН ОthniМ iНОntitв аas irst introНuМОН 
to soМiОtв through historiМal prosО. SaНвr uulu Žumagaгв, onО oП thО Пoun-
ders of the public movement Ašar9, аhiМh in 1989 brought togОthОr вoung 
9 Ašar is a publiМ movОmОnt, аhiМh ОmОrgОН in 1989 aimОН at uniting вoung Kвrgвг pОoplО, 
аho аОrО promoting iНОas oП Kвrgвг languagО. In1991, thО movОmОnt bОМamО a part oП thО 
Kyrgyz Democratic Party.
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Kyrgyz roaming about in rented apartments for years in and around the 
rОpubliМ’s Мapital, mОntionОН thО novОl Kök Asaba in an intОrviОа:
I аas аorking at thО timО as a МorrОsponНОnt, anН аО haН all bООn hОaring thО 
аorН going arounН that SвНвkbОkov haН аrittОn a novОl about thО Kвrgвг 
anН hО аasn’t alloаОН to publish it. ThОrО nООНs to bО a liПО problОm in orНОr 
Пor soМial МhangО to bОgin. LitОraturО Мannot alloа this to gОt oПП thО grounН. 
[…] It Мan proviНО a brОath oП ПrОsh air аhОn things start. WhОn I rОaН thО 
novОl, I thought that it haН ОбaggОrations anН iНОalisation; hoаОvОr, Kök 
Asaba ПortiiОН our spirit аhОn аО bОgan our oаn movОmОnt.
(IntОrviОа аith thО author, 2012)
ThОrОПorО, tаОntв вОars latОr thО soМial mission oП thО iМtional utopia 
that Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov МrОatОН аas ОstablishОН. This soМial mission 
ПortiiОН thО spirit oП вoung Kвrgвг аho haН bОМomО aМtivОlв involvОН in 
perestroika. Sydykbekov through Kök Asaba to a МОrtain ОбtОnН ПulillОН 
thО rolО that WaМhtОl аritОs about in rОgarНs to thО national poОts oП thО 
Eastern Slavs.10
SвНвkbОkov, thО ПounНing ПathОr oП Kвrgвг SoviОt litОraturО, аas thО 
irst oП thО rОpubliМ’s intОllОМtuals to rОМonstruМt thО moНОls oП thО traНitional 
community and spiritual and religious system of Tengrism. In this regard, 
SвНвkbОkov’s novОl both antiМipatОН anН laiН thО ПounНation Пor manв 
political and religious discourses that emerged after gaining independence 
as thО nation аas builНing itsОlП. In partiМularlв, thО Оarlв 1990s аoulН аit-
ness the vigorous rebirth of kyrgyzčylyk – a far-reaching range of traditional 
Kyrgyz practices, rituals, and religious faiths (Aitpaeva, 2008, pp. 47-66). 
Čoûn OmuraliОv’s book Tengirčilik [TОngrism] аoulН bО rОlОasОН in 1994 
anН bОМomО thО irst in a sОriОs oП suМh stuНiОs.
The Manas Code as One of the Principal Codes of Perestroika
Issues pertaining to the study and publishing of the classic epos Manas11 
Нuring thО pОrОstroika Оra МrОatОН an ОspОМiallв НОliМatО arОa. It аill bО Пair 
10 “In thО absОnМО oП politiМal unitв аritОrs аОrО nОМОssarв to pull a nation togОthОr, to makО 
ПОlloа МitiгОns aаarО oП thОir vОrв nationhooН bв МrОating thО МonНitions Пor Мommunitв” 
(Wachtel, 2006, p. 14).
11 OnО oП thО biggОst ОpiМs in thО аorlН, Manas contains enormous amounts of information 
aММumulatОН Пor agОs. In thО tаОntiОth МОnturв, sМholars anН аritОrs ОmphasisОН thО vast 
scale and the encyclopaedic nature of this epic. Chingiz Aitmatov introduced the epithet 
‘oМОan-likО Manas.’ In thО tаОntв-irst МОnturв, apart Пrom its ОnМвМlopaОНiМ naturО, аhiМh 
addresses various aspects of traditional livelihoods, another feature of the ancient epic 
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to note that the epic trilogy Manas аas a rОason Пor ОбtОnsivО, irst anН 
foremost ideological arguments, disputes, and persecutions throughout the 
entire Soviet era (Abdykarov & ŽumaliОv, 1995, pp. 5-27). In previous 
вОars, hoаОvОr, this proМОss аas МoninОН to a limitОН group oП spОМialists, 
namОlв Пolklorists anН litОrarв ОбpОrts, аritОrs anН аorkОrs rОsponsiblО Пor 
ideology. The rest of society got its information through turnkey decisions 
(instructions and decrees). Glasnost opened the door for the greater public 
to address this issue.
A hОatОН НisМussion bОtаООn inluОntial Kвrgвг litОrarв igurОs Aalв 
Tokombaev and Chingiz Aitmatov on one side, and Aaly Tokombaev and 
Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov on thО othОr siНО, ОmОrgОН Пrom 1986 to 1988 ovОr 
the varying understanding of the version that the epos could be published 
in (Asanaliev, 1995, pp. 92-100; Akmatov, 1998, pp. 53-55; Artykbaev, 
2004, pp. 143-144). ThОir opinions laiН out in opОn lОttОrs аОrО printОН in 
thО аООklв nОаspapОr Kyrgyzstan Madaniâty [Culture of Kyrgyzstan], a 
body of the Union of Writers and the Ministry of Culture of Kyrgyz ssr. 
The most poignant material on the disputes over the epos Manas or the 
Kвrgвг languagО аas in thosО вОars publishОН simultanОouslв in Russian 
and Kyrgyz.
An intОrprОtation oП thОsО НisputОs as bОing ‘pОrsonal’ anН МausОН bв 
pОrsonal rОjОМtion, misunНОrstanНing, ОtМ. is sООn not onlв in sОvОral intОr-
viОаs аith аitnОssОs oП thОsО НisМussions, but also in ArtвkbaОv’s tОбt-
book mОant Пor a аiНО rangО oП usОrs anН, irst anН ПorОmost, Пor stuНОnts 
(ArtвkbaОv, 2004, p. 563). It bОМomОs ОviНОnt, hoаОvОr, that аithin thО 
МontОбt oП a largО pОrioН oП timО, it аas publiМ НisМussions involving lОa-
Нing litОrarв igurОs that haН a НirОМt impaМt on thО struМturО oП thО litОrarв 
iОlН. DОbatОs about Оpos, languagО, anН bannОН litОraturО that ovОrloаОН 
into thО grОatОr publiМ sphОrО Нuring thО pОrОstroika вОars аОrО in ПaМt a 
struggle to preserve or change ideological dispositions.
In 1988, thО vОrв politiМallв pruНОnt journal Ala-Too began to print Kazat 
Akmatov’s nОа novОl Kundu ajlangan žyldar [The Years Rotating Around 
thО Sun]. ThО Пolloаing вОar, Akmatov’s аork аas rОlОasОН as an inНivi-
Нual publiМation. Kasвm Tвnвstanov аas thО irst to attОmpt thО litОrarв 
becomes of paramount importance: Manas is no longОr just a sвmbol oП antiquitв anН a 
rОpositorв Пor МollОМtivО Пolk knoаlОНgО, but is also an aМtivОlв Оvolving phОnomОnon. NОа 
vОrsions oП thО ОpiМ havО appОarОН that НiППОr signiiМantlв Пrom its МlassiМal vОrsions.
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interpretation of the epos Manas as a stage play (Bektenov & Èrkebaev, 
1991, pp. 34-42); hoаОvОr, Kundu ajlangan žyldar аas thО irst Kвrgвг 
novОl НОНiМatОН to thО ПatО oП thО Оpos anН its storвtОllОrs. No Kвrgвг prosО 
аritОr bОПorО Kaгat Akmatov аrotО about thО Оpos as a spiritual poаОr that 
preserves the ethnic Kyrgyz identity, but rather about the manasčy [epos 
storytellers], as persons responsible for conserving the identity of their 
people.
IП Akmatov haН аrittОn a novОl about thО Нistant ОpiМal timО, thОn tвpo-
logiМallв spОaking this аoulН bО вОt anothОr МonstruМtion oП thО past. HО 
ПoМusОs on a НiППОrОnt НisМoursО, namОlв onО oП hoа timОs МorrОlatО. His 
novel depicts three times and spaces seemingly distant from each other, 
or as Mikhail Bakhtin аoulН put it, thrОО НiППОrОnt ‘МhronotвpОs’ (Bakhtin, 
1986, p. 121). ThОв Мan bО МonНitionallв НОsignatОН as Пolloаs:
moНОrn, on thО аholО МorrОsponНing to thО timО thО novОl аas аrittОn anН 
МonМОrning thО Пamilв oП ÈlОbaj Satarov anН, through its prism, a spОМiiМ 
level of Kyrgyz society in the mid-1980s;
historical, demonstrating the events of the revolutionary years and the sub-
sequent 1930s through 1950s. The events of this period are concentrated 
predominantly in the village of Dolonotu and the city of Pišpek in the spheres 
аhОrО nОа, SoviОt man took shapО. WО аill notО also that Dolonotu, аОll-
rОmОmbОrОН Пrom thО prosО аritОr’s irst novОl Пrom 1982 Mezgil [Time], 
in his iМtional аorlН is Пor him аhat, Пor ОбamplО, VОšОnskaâ аas Пor 
Mikhail Šolokhov, namОlв thО plaМО аhОrО problОms oП ОpiМ proportions arО 
concentrated;
mвthologiМal (prОhistoriМ), МonМОrning thО ОvОnts oП a НatОlОss timО аhОn thО 
lanН oП thО Kвrgвг аas МonquОrОН bв thО khejkhuns12, аhilО thОв thОmsОlvОs 
аОrО takОn ovОr bв ПorОignОrs.
Tаo oП thО novОl’s МОntral storвlinОs arО involvОН in thО livОs oП thО tаo 
main МharaМtОrs аhosО ОvolvОmОnt НovОtailОН аith thО 1917 RОvolution 
and the establishment of the Soviet system. They are the same age and 
thОв happОnОН to livО Нuring thО samО вОars; hoаОvОr, bОsiНОs this thing 
in Мommon, thОв haН onО morО similaritв as аОll: namОs. ThО novОl mОn-
tions the name Žajsan13 Пor thО irst timО аhОn НОsМribing thО ОvОnts oП 
this Оra, аhiМh аО Мan МonНitionallв НОsignatО as a mвthologiМal Оra. ThО 
novОl’s lОgОnН rОaНs that in thО anМiОnt timОs thО Kвrgвг аОrО МonquОrОН 
12 In thО novОl, thО KhОjkhuns arО thО ОnОmiОs oП thО Kвrgвг.
13 Žajsan is thО namО oП thО main hОro.
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and enslaved by the khejkhuns to thО point аhОrО thОв bОgan to ПorgОt thОir 
oаn past, ОrstаhilО ПrООНom, anН, it sООms, МamО to tОrms ПorОvОr аith 
bОing subjОМts. During this МatastrophiМ timО, hoаОvОr, thОrО appОarОН a 
person amongst the žeztandajs – one of the Kyrgyz clans – аho аas ablО 
to aаakОn аithin his ПОlloа Kвrgвг thО qualitiОs that thО ПorОignОrs haН 
so scrupulously annihilated, namely the memory of their glorious past and 
НОsirО Пor ПrООНom. ThО poОt Yraman аas this man, anН thО iОrв аorН oП 
Оpos аas his аОapon against his pОoplО’s ПorgОtПulnОss. ThО smart anН Мun-
ning enemy perceived the rebirth of epos fearfully and tremulously. After 
a long and intense search, the khejkhunds found and killed both the poet 
anН his ОntirО Пamilв, аith onlв onО boв, Yraman’s son Žajsan, having sur-
vivОН. Žajsan МontinuОН thО Пamilв linОagО anН thО аork oП thО žeztandajs 
by having inherited their distinguished attribute: the gift of the storyteller. 
FurthОrmorО, Žajsan bОМamО onО oП thО Пortв alliОs oП Manas anН Пought Пor 
Kвrgвг inНОpОnНОnМО not onlв in ОloquОnt аorН, but also on thО battlОiОlН.
A block of information that can be designated as the Manas code is intro-
НuМОН into thО novОl’s tissuО through thО lОgОnН about thО žeztandajs. This 
МoНО, irst anН ПorОmost, Мontains thО МonМОpt oП an inНОpОnНОnt Kвrgвг 
statО, аhilО thО manasčy [epos storytellers] are the bearers of this concept. 
ThОrОПorО, Žajsan in thО novОl’s sОmantiМs is not just a namО, but also a 
sвmbol oП Kвrgвг sОlП-iНОntiiМation. It is not just a namО, but also a ПatО. 
Henceforth, young boys from the žeztandajs linОagО namОН Žajsan аОrО 
supposОН to bОМomО thО kООpОrs, storвtОllОrs, anН МrОators oП Оpos. Tаo 
Žajsans Пrom thО timО oП thО rОvolution аoulН bОМomО МlosОlв МonnОМtОН 
anН Нistantlв rОlatОН, all thО аhilО not knoаing ОaМh othОr nor thОir anМОstrв. 
MОanаhilО, Мommon iНОas anН mОanings аoulН bО strОtМhОН Пorth through 
pОoplО аith thО samО purposО at НiППОrОnt timОs.
ThО main МharaМtОrs oП thО novОl’s historiМal sОМtion pОrМОivО аiОlНing 
the gift of manasčy as a duty. They interpret this gift not as the fantasy of 
poОts anН not as an imaginОН аorlН, but as a МОrtain rОalitв. ThО аritОr makОs 
thО magniiМОnt obsОrvation oП this qualitв oП thО pОoplО’s МonsМiousnОss in 
thО Пolloаing ОpisoНО. ThО SoviОt Мommission НОtОrmining pОoplО’s soМial 
Мlass anН, givОn this НОtОrmining thОir ПatО, аas trвing to НОinО аho thО 
rОnoаnОН storвtОllОr ČoûkО14 аas: a riМh man or poor man? ThО Kвrgвг 
14 ThО Пamous ОpiМ МhantОr ČoûkО Omur Uulu аas born in thО rОgion oП Issвk-Kul LakО in 
1863 and died several years after the 1917 Revolution, in 1925.
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аoulН rОsponН amiМablв: a manasčy. This, hoаОvОr, аas not an ansаОr Пor 
thО Мommission. AnН in not having bООn ablО to gОt thО nООНОН ansаОr, thО 
Мommission НОМiНОН to igurО out аho Manas аas, a riМh man or poor man, 
making the people completely perplexed. As it turned out, the people no 
longОr МoulН rОmОmbОr Manas having aМtuallв ОбistОН. ThО quОstion’s vОrв 
аorНing (a riМh man or poor man) anН thО pОoplО’s rОsponsО (manasčy) 
НОmonstratО hoа ПunНamОntallв НiППОrОnt viОаs МolliНОН. ThО НramatiМ 
misunderstanding that emerged over Manas and manasĉy bОtаООn thО nОа 
authoritiОs anН thО pОoplО аas a prОМursor oП thО ПuturО tragОНв oП Оpos anН 
its adherents.
This nОа Оra, its rОПusal to МompromisО anН its nihilism, inОvitablв 
МonliМtОН аith thО Нutв oП thО Žajsans. This nОа Оra НОniОН thОir right to 
thОir original ПatО anН ПaМОН thОm аith a tragiМ МhoiМО to makО: Мhanging 
вour namО mОant Мhanging вour ПatО. ThО аritОr аas ОбtrОmОlв anбious 
about аhat аas strongОr: thО blooН oП hunНrОНs oП gОnОrations oП žeztandajs 
that аithstooН thО khejkhun yoke, the fate name, or the harsh present? What 
depends on man himself in such a situation?
Both Žajsans аОrО ПorМОН to lОО thОir nativО lanНs anН both МamО to a 
НramatiМ НilОmma. It is аith this НilОmma that a nОа stagО in thО liПО oП 
ОaМh МharaМtОr МommОnМОs, anН thus thО tаo narrativО МОntrОs in thО novОl 
emerge.
ThО tаo main МharaМtОrs ОnНОН up on oppositО siНОs oП thО barriМaНОs. 
ThОв МrossОН paths Пor thО irst timО in a аorkshop аhОrО a monumОnt to 
Manas аas bОing maНО. This monumОnt, МallОН Boštonduk yryna [Canto to 
LibОrtв], аas almost МomplОtОН аhОn pОoplО МoniНОnt oП аhat thОв аОrО 
doing appeared one night and destroyed it. ÈlОbaj Satarov, one of the Žajsans 
to havО МhangОН his namО, аas onО oП thО main outlaаs that night. This 
main МharaМtОr aМtivОlв, МalМulatОНlв, anН pОrsistОntlв brokО nОа grounН, 
аhilО thО sОМonН main МharaМtОr НiН so bОloа thО raНar, but аas unаavО-
ring in stiМking to thО original plan alloаing him not to bОtraв thО Нutв oП 
a storвtОllОr anН thО аork oП his anМОstrв. YОs, hО НiН not bОМomО a granН 
storвtОllОr, just as аas prОНiМt oП him in his вouth anН as hО haН НrОamОН. 
YОs, Žajsan, at a trвing timО аhОn hО аas ОбpОllОН Пrom thО Komsomol anН 
аas аorkОН ovОr Пor laМk oП МonsМiousnОss, got МolН ПООt anН НiН not attОnН 
the funeral of his teacher. And yes, he tried to hide his name and origin in 
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МonvОrsation. This main МharaМtОr, hoаОvОr, НiН not go through a МomplОtО 
and irreversible transformation, as did Satarov. 
What is sвmboliМ is that it is arounН thО monumОnt аhОrО thО liПО paths 
oП thОsО tаo main МharaМtОrs Мross; this monumОnt in thО novОl’s sОmantiМs 
pОrsoniiОs suМh notions as thО inНОpОnНОnt past anН national libОrtв. Žajsan 
tОnaМiouslв builНs thО monumОnt, аhilО ÈlОbaj tОnaМiouslв НОstroвs it. This 
is hoа pОoplО аith originallв thО samО purposО НОНiМatО thОir livОs to thО 
directly opposite.
ThО tаo main МharaМtОrs’ historв at a junМtion anН in mutual rОlОМtion 
submОrgО thО rОaНОr into sОrious thought, аhilО НisМovОring at thО samО 
timО thО sОmantiМ valuО oП thО novОl’s Мomposition anН storвlinО. ThО 
mвthologiМal, historiМal, anН moНОrn sОМtions arО prОsОnt as a аholО аithin, 
although their content and development vary. Over the long-term, a per-
son’s liПО is objОМtivisОН anН protruНОs in its ОssОntial ПОaturОs. During thО 
НiПiМult вОars, ÈlОbaj Satarov rОjОМtОН thО past anН bОgan liПО ovОr again 
bОginning in 1929. ThО rОvolutionarв prОsОnt, аhiМh hО saа as taking root 
ПorОvОr, haН sаalloаОН him аholО. But thО ПuturО arrivОН in thО shapО oП 
вoungОr son аho haН bОМomО a sМulptor. This ПuturО, аith thО son’s upsiНО-
Нoаn insМription on thО ПathОr’s sМulpturО, МonНОmnОН thО ОlНОr Satarov Пor 
having livОН his liПО ОrronОouslв anН аith no purposО. ThОrОПorО, ÈlОbaj 
Satarov, in having at somО point rОjОМtОН thО past, аas НОprivОН oП thО 
ПuturО. HО livОs onlв in his oаn prОsОnt, although “ОvОrвthing that bОlongs 
onlв to thО prОsОnt НiОs togОthОr аith him” (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 504). Kaгat 
Akmatov claims that the Satarov model of life in the long-term future is 
НoomОН anН pointlОss. ThО liПО storв oП thО novОl’s tаo main МharaМtОrs has 
a МlОarlв ОбprОssОН moral in thО аritОr’s intОrprОtation: a pОrson is at аill 
to makО his oаn МhoiМО at anв timО anН аill bО rОsponsiblО Пor this МhoiМО. 
YОt onО morО МonМОptual nuanМО oП thО novОl’s namО is rОvОalОН at thО vОrв 
ОnН. It has thО iНОa oП a igurО МirМlО that НoОs not knoа riПts. ÈlОbaj Satarov, 
in having brokОn his МonnОМtion аith thО past anН ОvОntuallв МhangОН his 
name after the 1917 Revolution from ŽajsanbОk sвn Žччnčoro,15 perma-
nОntlв Пalls out oП thО МosmiМ anН historiМal аholО oП his nativО pОoplО anН 
transПorms into a misОrablО “littlО piОМО oП Пuгг in thО аinН.” HО аas not 
only not a manasčy, namОlв a son oП his oаn pОoplО, but аas also not thО 
15 ThО namО ŽajsanbОk аas a sвmbol oП thО ОpiМ tОllОrs anН НiН not it thО SoviОt iНОologв.
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son oП his oаn ПathОr anН thО ПathОr oП his oаn son, аhiМh in Akmatov’s 
conception is closely connected.
There are main-character impersonators in the storyline of Kazat 
Akmatov’s Kundu ajlangan žyldar, and storylines of such nature in a 
typological aspect are linked to initiation (Lotman, 1973, pp. 9-41). The 
long-standing mythological and ceremonial carcass does clearly exist in 
this novОl, although it is unlikОlв that thО аritОr аas МonsМiouslв ПoМusing 
on it. On the one hand, the ancient layout of the storyline in the novel is 
stuППОН аith pОrОstroika issuОs. On thО othОr hanН, thО аritОr intОrprОts thО 
‘Пatal hour’ oП historв as a tОst bв having plaМОН at thО МОntrО oП thО narra-
tion the image of a novice manasčy anН tаo аaвs Пor it tаo НОvОlop in a 
non-traНitional ОnvironmОnt. ThОrОПorО, thО storвlinО’s original sОmantiМs 
(an initiation as a harsh test that results in young boys becoming men) are 
revealed in Kundu ajlangan žyldar.
WhОn I askОН Kaгat Akmatov Нuring an intОrviОа hoа hО МamО up 
аith anН аrotО this novОl, hО saiН that thО вОars anН вОars oП НisputОs anН 
brouhahas in aМaНОmia that hО аas a part oП as a rОprОsОntativО oП thО Partв 
agОnМiОs aаakОnОН his artistiМ intОrОst. In othОr аorНs, Kaгat Akmatov 
МamО to thО iНОa oП аriting thО novОl Kundu ajlangan žyldar through his 
publiМ anН politiМal aМtivitiОs. HО аas onО oП thО ПounНОrs oП thО movОmОnt 
Kyrgyzdyn demoratiâlyk kyjmyly [Kyrgyz Democratic Movement] in 1989. 
ThО аritОr saiН that thО mОmorial Canto to Liberty, аhiМh аas НОstroвОН 
three times in his novel, is a symbol of the efforts that Kyrgyz intellectuals 
put forth to celebrate the one thousandth anniversary of the epos Manas 
(AbНвkarov & ŽumaliОv, 1995, pp. 114-116). ThОsО ОППorts lОН to nothing 
three times during the Soviet era, and only in 1995, after gaining inde-
pОnНОnМО, аas МОlОbratОН thО millОnnium oП thО grОat Оpos. ThО аritОr also 
strОssОs that Пor him this аas rОsОarМh, in аhiМh hО аantОН to unНОrstanН 
the nature of the epos Manas and its storytellers. Kazat Akmatov is to this 
Нaв НООplв МonМОrnОН аith аhat thО mОМhanisms arО Пor rОvitalising thО 
Оpos as a pОrson bОМomОs thО bОarОr oП ОpiМal knoаlОНgО.
In 1989, Kundu ajlangan žyldar аas thО irst in a linО oП iМtional 
аorks on thО Оpos. AПtОr Kвrgвгstan gainОН its inНОpОnНОnМО, a sОriОs 
oП ОpiМ-inspirОН аorks аoulН bО rОlОasОН, giving shapО to an inНiviНual 
bloМk in thО ПabriМ oП Kвrgвг litОraturО. In othОr аorНs, Akmatov’s novОl 
sОt МhangО in motion in thО struМturО oП thО litОrarв iОlН. This, it sООms, 
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is thО МasО аhОrО МhangО in onО inНiviНual arОa oП thО soМial sвstОm, on 
the one hand, signalled fundamental changes long overdue in society, and 
on the other hand, energised this change by impacting the social structure 
as a аholО. ThО link is ОviНОnt bОtаООn Kaгat Akmatov’s pОrОstroika-Оra 
novel and the subsequent course in the development of social and political 
liПО: Akmatov’s prosО аas vОrв aММuratО in antiМipating thО НОvОlopmОnt 
of social and political events. In 1989, his prose introduced, or better yet 
injОМtОН into soМiОtв thО Manas МoНО or thО iНОa oП Kвrgвг inНОpОnНОnМО 
that nООНОН to bО Пought Пor. WhОn just bОginning to builН an inНОpОnНОnt 
statО, thО irst prОsiНОnt’s iНОologuОs triОН to usО Manas as state ideology 
(AkaОv, 1999, pp. 6-24). ThО slogan “Manastyn arbagy koldosun” [May the 
Spirit oП Manas GuarН Us] аas onО oП thosО usОН Нuring thО sОМonН Kвrgвг 
rОvolution in 2010. Noа, tаОntв-ivО вОars aПtОr its publiМation, thО iНОo-
logy expressed in the novel has become virtually commonplace amongst 
soil-bound patriots (počvennikov): national and patriotic non-governmental 
organisations and movements.16
What is thО naturО oП thО ОviНОnt link bОtаООn Kaгat Akmatov’s novОl 
and the subsequent social development? Akmatov himself never mentioned 
his possible impact on social development during several conversations 
Пrom 2012 to 2014. HО insistОН othОrаisО that thО litОrarв МritiМism oП thosО 
years did not appreciate this novel.17 WО аoulН aНН that thО novОl has вОt 
to be duly grasped and appreciated in Kyrgyz literary studies. Questions, 
hoаОvОr, that аО ask in this artiМlО go bОвonН МlassiМ litОrarв stuНiОs. Hoа 
Мan thО МonМОptual similaritв bО ОбplainОН bОtаООn thО novОl Kundu ajlan-
gan žyldar and the subsequent course of Kyrgyz history? In contempla-
ting litОraturО’s inluОnМО on soМiОtв anН a аritОr’s rОsponsibilitв, SОrgОj 
Pereslegin mentions the varying impact of books at different periods of 
timО. His obsОrvations basОН on global litОrarв historв shoаs that Нuring 
thО вОars аhОn onО politiМal rОgimО Пalls anН its suММОssor has вОt to arrivО, 
16 When several Manas epic chanters embarked on the election campaign on behalf of certain 
political parties before the Parliamentary elections in 2010, it triggered debates in society 
on аhОthОr Manas chanters could participate in the elections. This debate comes from the 
аiНОsprОaН notions that Manas МhantОrs must bО ‘abovО anН bОвonН’ politiМal strugglОs. 
Naгira Aalв kвгв, thО Пamous tv anН raНio proНuМОr, put this notion as suМh: “I Мannot agrОО 
аith thО iНОa that manasčy belong to a certain political party. They belong to the nation as a 
аholО” (publiМ НОbatО at thО AiginО Cultural RОsОarМh CОntrО, MarМh 5, 2010).
17 Indeed, see the sarcastic analysis of the novel in Artykbaev, 2004, pp. 598-601.
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books sОО thОir impaМt on soМiОtв groа Оnormouslв. HО labОllОН thО rolО 
litОraturО plaвs in suМh pОrioНs oП timО as ‘Мrвstalliгing.’
At thО timО аhОn all olН МonnОМtions havО МrumblОН aаaв, thО quОstion oП 
аhat thО аorlН аoulН МrвstalliгО into аas on thО tablО. ThО аorlН МoulН Мrвs-
tallize into any one of many systems.
(Pereslegin, 1998)
Kaгat Akmatov’s artistiМ gОnius МrОatОН onО oП thО soМial-НОvОlopmОnt 
moНОls basОН on traНitional valuОs, onО oП аhiМh аas thО Оpos Manas, in 
1989 аhОn thО SoviОt sвstОm in thО rОpubliМ аas still ПunМtioning аОll. 
Akmatov’s oаn НoublО position МoulН bО usОН to trв to Обplain аhв this 
moНОl ОmОrgОН: hО аas rОprОsОntОН in tаo iОlНs, thО iОlНs oП litОraturО 
anН poаОr. During thО pОrОstroika Оra, hО МombinОН his аork as sОМrОtarв 
oП thО RОpubliМan Union oП WritОrs аith his artistiМ quОst. On thО onО hanН, 
hО аas in thО thiМkОt oП soМial anН politiМal ОvОnts, аhilО on thО othОr hanН, 
he strenuously contemplated the fate of the epos and, through it, the fate 
oП his pОoplО: “A аritОr НОtОМts thО mОanings in thО аorlН anН turns thОm 
into tОбts that othОrs аill unНОrstanН” (idem). At thО МrossroaНs oП tаo 
iОlНs oП аork Нuring thО pОrОstroika вОars, Kaгat Akmatov НОtОМtОН thО 
mОanings hovОring about in soМiОtв anН МrОatОН thО irst rОМonstruМtion in 
the history of Kyrgyz prose of the traditional sacral relationship attitude 
toаarНs thО Оpos Manas anН its storвtОllОrs. In othОr аorНs, Akmatov gavО 
liПО to thО proМОss that in anthropologв is МallОН ‘rОvitalisation,’ ‘invОntion,’ 
or ‘rОalisation oП traНitions’ (Hobsbaаm & RangОr, 1983; WallaМО, 1956, 
pp. 264-281).
After the fall of the Soviet Union, the reconstruction of traditions took 
off in all spheres: from name christening to using, for example, grazing 
lands. Building an independent Kyrgyzstan and searching for a state ideo-
logв ОnОrgisОН thО nations that Kaгat Akmatov аrotО about in his novОl 
during the perestroika era. Akmatov had friends and enemies, colleagues 
anН opponОnts amongst thosО аho аoulН ПurthОr НОvОlop thО Мountrв, anН 
it is not fortuitous that his novel is often brought up in the conversations of 
intОllОМtual aМtivists oП thО pОrОstroika movОmОnt. It is also аorth noting 
that manв Kвrgвг havО not ОvОn rОaН Akmatov’s novОl; hoаОvОr, all thОsО 
pОoplО аОrО, irst anН ПorОmost, thО аritОr’s МontОmporariОs. IП thОв haН 
not rОaН his novОl anН ОspОМiallв haН not bООn guiНОН bв it, thОв аorkОН 
in one social space, came across similar meanings, and examined possible 
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options and plans. The model that Kazat Akmatov conceptualised for the 
irst timО in iМtion bОМamО onО oП thО most sought aПtОr. SОrgОi PОrОslОgin’s 
аorНs Мan bО usОН to put this НiППОrОntlв, although thОв rОlatО to mОНiОval 
litОraturО: “it’s just that a lot oП pОoplО rОaН thО samО books, thought ovОr 
thО samО issuОs, anН МamО as a rОsult to ОntirОlв anН statistiМallв spОМiiМ 
decisions” (Pereslegin, 1998).
Conclusion: Anticipating and Constructing  
the Twenty-First Century
IП onО is to “МontОmplatО МulturО globallв as a mОtamorphosing Пorm oП 
МonsМiousnОss that inНs an outlОt in inНiviНual tОбts” (Âmpol’skij, 2014), 
then the claim can be made that the changing social consciousness during 
thО pОrОstroika Оra in SoviОt Kвrgвгstan ПounН its voiМО in iМtional histo-
riМal anН ОpiМal prosО; ПunНamОntal shiПts took plaМО in thО iОlН oП Kвrgвг 
literature thanks to these topics being included. First, the position of the 
litОrarв iОlН аithin thО iОlН oП poаОr МhangОН, as thО lОvОl oП inНОpОnНОnМО 
anН sОlП-organisation oП thО iОlН oП litОraturО grОа, anН as МonМОptions “that 
surmountОН thО rОgimОs in poаОr” took shapО (Ušakin, 2013). This naturО 
oП МrОativО thinking hОlpОН Kвrgвг аritОrs ovОrМomО thО stanНarНs anН 
principles of the Soviet reproduction of ideas earlier than historians and 
other intellectuals.
ThО МhangО oП thО authoritiОs anН litОraturО’s iНОologiМal Нispositions 
ОngОnНОrОН МhangО in thО intОrnal ПabriМ oП thО litОrarв iОlН. This pОrioН 
аhОn, as BourНiОu saiН, “libОrtв anН auНaМitв ОntОr a spОМiiМ МonstruМtivО 
prinМiplО oП thО iОlН as objОМtivО potОnМв or ОvОn as a nОМОssitв” (BourНiОu, 
2000, p. 30). LibОrtв anН auНaМitв violОntlв rattlОН thО ПortiiОН sвstОmiМ 
tiОs, аhilО thО iОlН Мoniguration МhangОН, its thОmatiМ homogОnОitв 
having ПallОn apart. NОа tвpОs oП Мapital bОМamО part oП prosО, irst anН 
foremost symbolic capital through topics on the epos Manas and ancient 
national historв. MorОovОr, prОvious МonnОМtions anН prioritiОs аОrО still 
aМtivОlв on Нisplaв. In othОr аorНs, a situation oП variОtв anН numОrous 
opportunitiОs arosО in iМtional prosО Нuring thО pОrОstroika Оra. It is thО 
homogОnОitв, аiНth, anН Мo-ОбistОnМО oП iНОologiМallв mutuallв ОбМluНing 
аorks that МrОatО thО unmatМhОН uniquОnОss oП thО iОlН oП litОraturО Нuring 
perestroika.
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Historical literature profoundly and intricately experienced and deli-
berated this breaking point in history. Before political scientists, political 
stratОgists, historians, anН analвsts, it аas litОraturО that initiatОН stuНiОs 
anН МrОatОН thО irst moНОls in thО iОlН oП national rОbirth anН НОvОlopmОnt. 
It is in thО iОlН oП litОraturО that thО proМОss oП thО ‘rОbirth’ anН ‘rОalisation’ 
oП all sorts oП traНitions bОgan. This is аhОrО Пor thО irst timО thОrО ОmОrgОН 
narrativОs that аoulН latОr bОМomО thО main НisМoursО oП an inНОpОnНОnt 
soМiОtв. ThО historiМal novОl аas thО irst to rОhabilitatО anН lОgitimatО 
sОvОral historiМal igurОs. LitОraturО maНО publiМ аhat Пor НОМaНОs аas 
discussed behind closed doors in literary studies, linguistics, and history. 
Kвrgвг prosО as a sphОrО oП publiМ aМtivitв Нuring thО pОrОstroika Оra Пulil-
lОН thО soМiologiгing ПunМtion oП inluОnМing thО subsОquОnt НОvОlopmОnt 
of society (Pereslegin, 1998). This took place not because every citizen 
rОaН thОsО novОls or bОМausО thОв аОrО publiМallв promotОН or spОМiallв 
implОmОntОН. This took plaМО bОМausО “thО ПunМtional imprОssion oП his-
torв” (Dubin, 2003) МoinМiНОН pОrПОМtlв аith thО МurrОnt historiМ momОnt 
anН thО soМial atmosphОrО. InНОpОnНОnМО onsОt in thО аakО oП pОrОstroika, 
anН all thО issuОs oП statО НОvОlopmОnt anН thО sОarМh Пor a nОа iНОntitв 
аОrО poignantlв НОsignatОН. ThО moНОls anН МonstruМtions that took shapО 
in literature in the Kyrgyz language became attractive for politicians and 
publiМ igurОs. PatriarМh Tugolbaj SвНвkbОkov in 1991 blОssОН thО rulО oП 
thО irst prОsiНОnt oП Kвrgвгstan Askar AkaОv anН аas amongst his irst 
aНvisors (Muratov, 2009, p. 4). ThО sОarМh Пor a nОа iНОntitв in inНОpОnНОnt 
Kyrgyzstan took place predominantly through the revival of the Kyrgyz 
language and traditions.
Noа, tаОntв-ivО вОars latОr, thО positions oП thО iОlН oП litОraturО anН 
thО iОlН oП poаОr in rОspОМt to ОaМh othОr havО raНiМallв МhangОН. ThО iОlН 
of literature is free from the political authorities and depends more on the 
ОМonomв; hoаОvОr, historiМal prosО is signiiМant, iП not thО lОaНing tвpО oП 
prosО in thО struМturО oП this iОlН. ThО sвmboliМ Мapital oП thО pОrОstroika 
Оra has bОМomО proitablО ОМonomiМ anН guarantООН politiМal Мapital. It is 
Нuring pОrОstroika that this intОraМtion bОtаООn thО tаo aПorОmОntionОН 
iОlНs bОgan anН МhangОН not onlв thО struМturО oП thО litОrarв iОlН, but also 
that oП thО authoritiОs itsОlП. ThОrОПorО, it аoulН unlikОlв bО an ОбaggОration 
to repeat that Kyrgyz prose during the perestroika era served as both crys-
tallizing and sociologizing functions. Kyrgyz prose laid the foundation for 
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the national formation of myths that is actively practiced in literature, poli-
tics, history, and many other spheres of life in modern-day Kyrgyzstan.18 
Hoа anН аhв things turnОН out this аaв is thО subjОМt Пor anothОr intОrНis-
ciplinary study.
Translated from Russian by Scott BeAn
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Abstract
The article explores prose published in Kyrgyz language during perestroika period. 
ThО artiМlО arguОs that thО НivОrsitв oП thО moНОrn litОrarв iОlН haН bООn ПounНОН 
baМk in 1985-1991. ThО nОа variОtв oП Kвrgвг prosО in pОrОstroika timО rОlОМ-
tОН thО kОв trОnНs, nОаlв ОmОrging in thО soМiОtв, anН in turn МontributОН to thО 
transПormation oП thО soМiОtв. This prosО аas irst to bring into a publiМ spaМО thО 
thОmОs oП nation anН statО builНing, аhiМh havО bООn bОing broaНlв НisМussОН Пor 
last tаОntв-ivО вОars. ThosО thОmОs, bОing a sвmboliМ Мapital Нuring pОrОstroika, 
have turned into advantageous economic and safe bet political capital during inde-
pendence years.
Keywords: iОlН oП litОraturО, Kвrgвг prosО, pОrОstroika, thО ОpiМ Manas
Résumé
La prose kirghize sous la perestroika: anticiper ou construire le futur?
Cet article explore la prose publiée en kirghiz р la in НО la pцrioНО soviцtiquО. 
L’artiМlО avanМО l’iНцО Н’unО НivОrsitц Нu Мhamp littцrairО aМtuОl, héritée des années 
1985-1991. La nouvОllО palОttО НО la prosО kirghiгО sous la pОrОstroэka rОlчtО lОs 
tendances clés, qui apparurent dans la société et qui, à leur tour, contribuèrent à 
la transformation de cette société. Cette prose a été la première à intégrer dans 
l’ОspaМО publiМ, lОs thчmОs НО la МonstruМtion НО la nation Оt НО l’лtat, qui ont 
Пait l’objОt НО vivОs НisМussions au Kirghiгstan, au Мours НОs vingt-Мinq НОrniчrОs 
annцОs. D’un statut НО Мapital sвmboliquО р l’цpoquО НО la pОrОstroэka, МОs thчmОs 
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sont passés à celui de capital économique rentable et de capital politique sécurisé 
pОnНant lОs annцОs Н’inНцpОnНanМО.
Mots-clés : champ littéraire, prose kirghize, perestroïka, poème épique Manas
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